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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (87)

Dear Master,
I have studied the Samara chart and it is very good.
As explained, not sure I can reach the destination. As an alternative
what do you think of Larnaca, Cyprus.
I am expeting some financial incomings and wanted to maximise the
financial potential - pluto and venus in the second should be suitable and
jupiter is on the cups of the 6th and the 7th.
Let me know your views (16.08.73/trieste.2.05am).
If I stay in Dubai, I have already read all the relevant section in your
book solar and lunar returns which I bought on Amazon.
Warmest wishes
Anne Marie
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ALR Larnaca Cyprus For February 2013 For Anne Marie

Dear Anne Marie,
Larnaca in Cyprus will do.
Now that you have the right book read well as exorcise Jupiter in the
Seventh House: because now you're okay to love and in the relationships
with your important multinational ownership and you have to be careful
bistable effect of Jupiter in the VII House.
Exorcise ...
A warm greeting.
***

Dear Bloggers,
yesterday we reached a new milestone: 600,000 page views in this blog!
It's a success for all of us who love the Active Astrology, but mostly we
love Astrology!
We'll try to do better, in the future, never to offend the Art of Urania!

***

Dear Maestro,
Please allow me first to thank you for teaching me the real language of
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astrology. Through your no-none direct approach to astrology has become
my inner language. Thank you.
While at that. A young woman with a sensitive chart (and a very talented
young artist and writer)is facing a very unpleasant SR in coming march.
She was born on 26 March 1984, 6:45 pm in tel aviv.
Also in case she won't be able to afford and take a ASR, what of her SR
chart demands most attention in exorcising the symbols?
Your concept of exorcism was a mind blowing understanding for me as
it made 100% perfect sense to me.
Many thanks,
Mordecai

Dear Mordecai,
is always a pleasure to read your posts.
I believe that when you meet the Active Astrology you have become a
wiser man, and now have the keys that allow you to read more about the
lives and the world.
I am very satisfied.
For your young friend, unfortunately, there is not the opportunity
to exorcise the symbols for her next Aimed Solar Return: it is heavy in
every direction and the exorcism of symbols helps us to eliminate the
20/25% of negativity.
In this case is too little and let this young artist and literate in a situation
too dangerous.
I advise a lot Saint John's, Newfoundland, Canada, which is a journey
not too expensive.
There is a direct flight from London and in about 6 hours she can reach
the place, by Air Canada. I hope you convince her to leave and be there
from 15 to 17 on March 26th.
Many good wishes.
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ASR 2013 Saint John's New Foundland Canada For A Friend Of Mordecai

***

Dear Ciro,
the Official Birth Certificate of my wife was registered 14h05, but we
know it can be possible that she was born earlier than that.
For the ASR in Falksand Island, Saturn is 3 degrees next to 5th house .
if perchance she was born only five minutes before, then Saturn would almost
cusp! Should we worry about it? What are your suggestions?
Thank you so much!
Jose Jorge Jr. from Brazil
Her Birth: April 1, 1976, at 14:05, Porto Alegre, Brazil

Dear Jeorge,
if you think that your wife was not born at 14.05, then I see only two
alternative chances.
The first is to move with a fishing boat east of Stanley.
I may calculate the sea point if you tell me that you found someone who
will get you there.
Otherwise advise Fernanda to go to Alert, Nunavut, Canada,
where the margin of safety is very great! Pluto and the Moon in 5^
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House does not worry us.
Many greetings.

ASR 2013 Alert Nunavut Canada For Fernanda

Falkland Islands Map

***
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Hello Ciro!!!
I would like to know if you could help me out plan my next Solar Return
for 2014....
I am currently working in a hospital and would like to change my
profession,,,(although I am conflicting wether in psychology field and become
a professor in the future, or go to law school) I would like to go back to the
university full-time and but still continue picking-up shifts in the hospital....
DOB is Feb 7, 1979, 12:55 PM Bacolod City, Philippines.... I am
currently living in West Vancouver, BC.
Thank you so much! As always!!!
MARIE KIRSTEN ZANG from Canada

Dear Kirsten,
we are a long way from 2014 ... I see you for a research and training
activities (strong 9^ radix House).
You should go to Perm, Russia, for your birthday 2014. Do not be
afraid Saturn in 3^ House because it can also mean a lot to study, with
great sacrifices, even at night ...
Remember that the day of your birthday 2014 Mars and Saturn will be
quite near and can not be put in the same House.
Study well my The Great Treatise of Astrology, Amazon.com.
Best wishes.

ASR 2014 Perm Russia For Kirsten
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***

Dear Master Ciro,
Can you please recommend a very good lunar return for AP (18-09-54
Trieste - 20.15). The stellium is quite scary. Possibly in the Europe area.
Many thanks
Hugs,
Anne Marie

Dear Anne Marie,
limited to Europe and considering Turkey as if it were Europe, I advise
Van to AP: it is not a perfect Aimed Lunar Return, but it is possible.
Day 19/2, at 10:54 AM Local Time.
Best wishes.

ALR 2013 February Van Turkey For AP
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